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Introduction 

In his essay "Imaginary Homelands," Salman Rushdie muses on his positionality as a 

postcolonial writer in the diaspora, saying that exiles like him "are haunted by some sense of loss, 

some urge to reclaim, to look back, even at the risk of being mutated into pillars of salt. ... We 

will not be capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost; that we will, in short, create 

fictions, not actual cities or villages, but invisible ones, imaginary homelands, Indias of the mind" 

(1 0). This sense of loss forces Rushdie, in his novel Shame, published in 1983, to create an 

imaginary homeland: he calques the fantastical land of Peccavistan over his postcolonial state, 

Pakistan. Similarly, in an effort to "reclaim precisely the thing that was lost," Wendy Law-Y one, 

ten years later, writes Irrawaddy Tango, using the fictional country of Daya as a substitute for her 

home country of Myanmar to tell the story of her protagonist, Tango, living under a military 

dictatorship. Rushdie and Law-Yone are both emigrant-exiles from their home countries; Rushdie 

leaving for education from India to England and then returning to Pakistan where his parents had 

moved, and Law-Yone driven away by the political upheavals in Myanmar, which for the most 

part explains this need for fictionalized countries, to recreate "Indias"-more accurately, Pakistans 

and Myanmars-"of the mind." The creation of these imaginary homelands provides the readers 

of the texts with access to the violence and trauma of these mostly inaccessible postcolonial states 

by virtue of their physical and representative distances, but more importantly, it offers accessibility 

to these exiled writers. Peccavistan and Daya are not fictional nations by definition; they are real 

countries molded to situate the stories that their diasporic authors need to tell. 

Shame and Irrawaddy Tang~· ~retied together by similar thematic threads: acts of violence, 

problematic narrators, and subalternity. In particular, both texts contend, in their own individual 

ways, with subaltern women . . Subalternity, here operating through the intervention made by 
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Gayatri Spivak in her seminal essay "Can the Subaltern Speak?", dominates both Shame and 

Irrawaddy Tango. Spivak writes, "If, in the context of colonial production, the subaltern has no 

history and cannot speak, the subaltern as female is even more deeply in shadow" (83). 

Subaltemity is made manifest in Sufiya Zinobia and Tango, who are both women and products of 

colonialism. Sufiya, who is described repeatedly by Rushdie in Shame as "the idiot," is the product 

of a fairytale retelling of Beauty and the Beast. She is both beauty and beast: married to Omar 

Khayyam Shakil (the unfortunate protagonist of the story), she is as much a girl as she is a 

murderer, serving as the embodiment of shame, with bouts of violence descending upon her 

throughout her life. Due to the fairytale nature of Shame, Rushdie seems to get by without 

providing his narrator much access to Sufiya's mind, so that expression, as a result of Sufiya's 

long-standing subalternity, has no choice but to be violent. The Beauty and the Beast conundrum 

that Sufiya II!USt contend with, along with her inability to fit into civil society because of it, invites . 

an interrogation of the subaltern figure who cannot speak but is nonetheless powerful. In contrast, 

Tango, whose journey we follow from a young Dayan girl to dictator's wife to political prisoner, 

whose story is relayed to the reader in first-person narrative, offers the illusion of the subaltern 

speaking. Tango's finale is violent, her expression of subalternity shockingly similar to Sufiya' s

however, while Sufiya cannot speak, Tango challenges the question that Spivak poses and offers 

an alternative: does the subaltern want to speak? 

By the end ofthe novel, Law-Yone does not give us an answer-at least, not a satisfactory 

one. Rushdie, too, finishes Shame with an explosion, declaring that "all the stories had to end 

together" (304). The violence with which Sufiya Zinobia clearly meets her end and the almost 

comparable violence that Tango will inevitably face when Supremo's dead body is discovered 

calls into question whether it matters at all that the subaltern wants or does not want to speak. 
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Neither Rushdie nor Law-Yone offer salvation for their subaltern figures, despite the respective 

movements in their novels towards subaltern speech. The violent endings of both these stories, 

especially. since they occur within their writers' imaginary homelands, constitute a failure on the 

part of the authors to imagine healing not simply for their subaltern heroines, but also for their 

home countries, and most importantly, for themselves. By the end of Shame, the narrator

Rushdie's counterpart in the novel-loses (perhaps relinquishes) access to a burning Peccavistan. 

Irrawaddy Tango's final scene merely gestures towards potential healing for Tango, which her 

circumstances will ascertain that she never gets. The endings of these novels demonstrate the 

failure-the refusal, the inability--of these authors to imagine, from a distance (both physical and 

fictional), healing from the trauma of their political conditions for their home countries, exposing 

the challenges of specifically fiction set in imaginary homelands in sufficiently imagining hopeful 

futures for the postcolonial state. 

The final inability of Sufiya Zinobia and Tango to speak renders these texts, despite the 

authorial agency that has allowed for the creation of Peccavistan and Daya, subaltern. As a result, 

both Shame and Irrawaddy Tango relinquish the responsibility that postcolonial authors, 

particularly during a time when (literary and literal) access to their home countries is limited, have 

to their postcolonial states. Are Law-Yone and Rushdie, then, themselves subaltern? 

Subalternity in Irrawaddy Tango 

Myanmar, formerly known as Burma, is a postcolonial state. After over a century of British 

colonial rule, the country fell under military rule for about fifty years, with a coup d'etat in 1962 

conducted by General Ne Win, followed by the revolution of 1988, followed then by many more 

years of military rule, during which Myanmar retreated from the world stage and descended into 
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poverty. In 2011, the release of Aung San Suu Kyi saw a slow transition to a civilian government, 

although the military retained parliamentary power. Suu Kyi headed the democratic government 

in 2015 as State Counsellor, a position she still holds, in spite of the most recent military coup of 

February 2021, which has instigated the Spring Revolution. 

It is against this political and historical backdrop that Wendy Law-Yone's Irrawaddy 

Tango. is set. Law-Yone, the daughter of Edward Law-Yone, a prominent journalist in Burma 

during the Ne Win era, saw her father's arrest in 1963, an incident that set her on the intellectual 

path of writing and storytelling (Beyond Rangoon: An Interview With Wendy Law-Yone 185). 

Tango grows up in a township called the Irrawaddy (the name of the main river in Myanmar) in 

Daya. Throughout her childhood, she cultivates a love of the tango, from which she receives her 

name. One evening, after a dance competition, Tango catches the attention of Supremo, then a 

colonel, and marries him three months later. Supremo goes on to become the military dictator of 

Daya, abusing his wife and subjecting the country to economic stress. On a trip across Daya, Tango 

is kidnapped by a rebel group, the Jesu, where she becomes the lover of Boyan, their leader. After 

his death, Tango is taken prisoner by soldiers, and tortured. She marries her rescuer, Lawrence, 

whom she later divorces to lead her life in the United States, looking after Dayan refugees and 

wandering the streets with her friend, Rex. When an invitation arrives from Supremo requesting 

her return to Daya, Tango accepts. She murders her ex-husband after she has sex with him, 

wrapping him up in a blanket and hitting him repeatedly with a fan, thus ending-presumably

Supremo's dictatorship ofDaya. 

In spite of her supposed agency, Law-Yone's Tango is inescapably a subaltern figure by 

virtue of her association with the men in the novel. Tango moves from partner to partner, allowing 

herself to be stuck "between patriarchy and imperialism" (Spivak 102). Her subalternity is 
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emphasized in her roles as Supremo's wife, as Boyan's lover, and later Lawrence's wife, when she 

becomes doubly subaltern, always serving as second in status and stature to the men in her life. In 

all of these roles, she is not expected to speak. She embraces this subaltern role, perfectly content 

to accept Supremo's acts of violence against her; she accepts her fate when she is captured by the 

rebel soldiers, when she becomes Boyan's lover. The first time she is unaffiliated with a man, 

however, she becomes the spokesperson for the Jesu rebel grourr-this marks the first time we see 

her actively discarding her subalternity and using her voice to speak for a cause she has seemingly 

come to believe in. Her subsequent imprisonment returns her to her subaltern status; because of 

the violence inflicted on her by the military state of Daya, she relinquishes the voice that she has 

only recently cultivated and utilized. 

Her return to subalternity is perpetuated by Lawrence's re-emergence in her life. When 

Lawrence rescues Tango from her postcolonial country, at first it seems as if Law-Yone is playing 

directly into Spivak's claim that "White men are saving brown women from brown men" (92). By 

having Lawrence, the white American, save Tango, a Dayan woman, from being tortured by brown 

Dayan men, Law-Y one seems to cement Tango's status as subaltern despite attempting to subvert 

it by giving her a voice earlier on. This sense of white saviorism becomes even more apparent 

when Lawrence tells Tango, "I wanted to save you the moment I set eyes on you," which was at 

the rebels' camp, when she was still with Boyan (188). Lawrence had identified Tango as the 

"monolithic 'third-world woman,"' whose only purpose in life is to be saved by a white man. 

Spivak, speaking on the practice of suttee (widow burning) in India, extrapolates: "White men, 

seeking to save brown women from brown men, impose upon those women a greater ideological 

constriction by absolutely identifying, within discursive practice, good wifehood with self

immolation on the husband's pyre" (101). Lawrence had expected Tango to fulfil his exotic, Third 
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World ideal: a woinan who would be grateful to her savior, who would cook the spicy dishes he 

wanted -he continued to be unable to view her in her own specificity, in her full "sociological 

exactitude." 

Tango's refusal to adhere to this ideological constriction offers some hope for her ability 

to move out of subalternity. Her imprisonment at the Anika prison as well as the voice she had 

c~ltivated as the spokesperson of the rebel group gives her the ability to rise up against the 

ideological constriction Lawrence attempts to bind her in. Upon their separation, Tango reflects 

on the union as a mistake: "Lawrence had seen in me a link, a ligature, to the East, where he 

thought he belonged, and I had looked to him as my bridge to the West, where I thought I'd be 

free" (211). Law-Yone subverts Spivak's expectation of a white man saving brown women from 

brown men by providing motive to Tango: her union with Lawrence saved her as much as it saved 

him, although Lawrence as the patriarchal, imperialist figure was more intentional about this savior 

act than Tango was. The fact that Lawrence intended for her to be, in a sense, as much a savior for 

him, to be his concrete, sociological link to the East, is a part of the ideological constriction that 

he strives to bind her in. But Tango, with her own needs and her own desires, refuses this 

constriction until Lawrence has no other choice but to see her in her full sociological exactitude. 

Although Tango discards a factor of her subalternity by separating from Lawrence, she 

then begins to flail. Without a man-a husband or a lover-cementing her subaltern status, she 

becomes unanchored until she receives an invitation from Supremo to return to Daya. Despite 

knowing the dangers of returning to the clutches of her former husband, Tango, who at this point 

has been living in the U.S., decides to return because "the end I was coming to in my sorry 

existence in America was not much more speakable anyway" (264). Tango's purpose derives from 

her subalternity; that, without the men in her life to relegate that status, she loses that sense of 
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purpose that keeps her moving forward in the world. Law-Y one suggests that she gains this 

purpose because of her subalternity. Her cousin, Thurani, upon visiting her in the U.S., notes that 

as a child, "[Tango] acted like a cat. Attached to no one. Attached to nothing" (258). Throughout 

the novel, Tango's attachment to the men in her life is never emotionally significant: she moves 

from one to the other without any particular emotional investment. However, her inability to find 

anchorage after her split from Lawrence suggests that for Tango, the purpose that is tied to her 

attachment to a man does not require emotional involvement. There is a deeper need on her part, 

whether she recognizes it or not, to be in that position where she has access to the patriarchal 

power. 

This access to the patriarchal power has consequences. Tango's existence in proximity to 

that power grants her a portion of that power simply by her association with the male figures in 

her life. However, that association invites danger. By serving in her subaltern role to Supremo, she 

becomes affiliated with the military dictatorship ruling Daya, leading to her kidnapping by the 

Jesu. By serving in a similar role to Boyan,' she aligns herself-unwittingly at first-with the 

rebels, working in direct opposition to Supremo's power, which leads to her capture and 

imprisonment. With Lawrence, she accesses the patriarchal imperialist power which offers her 

escape from Daya, but as a result she loses her sense of purpose. The flailing she feels in the U.S. 

occurs in part because proximity to the imperialist power as a postcolonial subject can never be 

true power; therefore, by aligning herself to Lawrence even momentarily for escape to the West 

yields only alienation not only in the country she escapes to, but also in the country she escapes 

from. 

This alienation results in her refusal to speak, to tell her story. Spivak asks, "Can the 

subaltern speak?" but the question that Law-Y one counters with is: does the subaltern want to 
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speak? Tango bewails the Americans' need "to share, share, share," declaring that "I didn't want 

to be rehabilitated . .. I knew why I was wounded and angry; and it was my right, in some way 

my salvation, to hold on to that wound, that anger" (248). Tango believes that if she tells her story, 

she loses some of that anger, and consequently, the power that keeps her subaltern. She opines, 

"What would I be then but just another recovering victim? The wounds I had ... were important 

to me, unique to me, and I was afraid of what I might become on being healed" (253). The wounds 

reflect sociological exactitude; Tango fears that upon telling her stories and moving towards 

healing, she is resigning herself to becoming an ideal-the monolithic Third-World woman 

sufficiently saved, constricted by ideology, but this time, she would be the one binding herself to 

that ideological construction, not Lawrence. 

It must, however, be noted that Tango's decision to cling to her subalternity is a trauma

driven response. Greg Foner distinguishes the differences between "'punctual' trauma, resulting 

from an overwhelming single event, and those forms of trauma that are ... more mundanely 

catastrophic ... the trauma induced by patriarchal identity formation rather, say, than the trauma 

of rape, the violence not of lynching but of everyday racism" (260). Tango watches a television 

segment where the Dayan refugees speak on the issues of their country, with Sonny telling the 

interviewer and the American public, "We have many problems, very difficult for people in 

Western world to understand, many problems in the Turd World" (Law-Yone 247). Tango, who 

knows the specificities of Sonny's trauma-that his sister had been raped, then shot; his brother 

and best friend gone missing-witnesses Sonny's own inability to articulate these experiences and 

hears "his entire history neutralized, trivialized in one sound bite" (248). This is what Tango stands 

against: her refusal to surrender her wounds through storytelling is an act of power and reclamation 

of sorts not least because hers is a layered trauma. She-like Sonny-has not simply been subject 
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to a single traumatic event, but several: it has become, on a very real level, part of her life; it is all 

she knows in her adult life. As a result, the question of her healing is fraught with complication; 

and therefore, her refusal to move out of subalternity is and must be understandable. Tamara Ho, ' 

in her book, Romancing Human Rights: Gender, Intimacy, and Power between Burma and the 

West, posits that "Tango's intransigence suggests that stoicism sometimes functions as a necessary 

defense for the displaced and living wounded. Tango's 'invisible' embodies traumas and memories 

ofloss remain her only possession," so she refuses to surrender it (1 02) 

But this refusal to move out of subalternity comes at a price. This repression of her story 

that Tango has committed to results in a violent expression of her subalternity. Upon her reunion 

with Supremo, she resorts to fulfilling what were her wifely duties, sparking parallels to the past, 

working within the realm of temporal hybridity. She counts Supremo's sacred marks, she pleasures 

and exhausts him, before she wraps him up in a blanket and murders him by ramming an electrical 

fan against his frail body. But unlike Shame, the novel does not end here, with this act of 

spectacular violence: there is a moving beyond-although the question remains as to how much

this violent yet necessary rupture. Tango feels it viscerally: "It took me by storm, the onset of 

something so powerful, so sickening, that it knocks you to the floor where you're racked with sobs 

as wrenching as the dry heaves, and all you can do for quick relief is clutch at your heart and tear 

at your hair" (285). By murdering Supremo, the embodiment of the oppressive power, Tango is 

offered a final turn: that of subaltern speech. 

This turn, however, never arrives. The only solace that Law-Y one as author offers is 

Tango's ability to daydream a future of her walking the streets of D.C. that she in reality might 

never get to see. She imagines returning to the U.S., and roaming around Washington D.C. with 

her friend, Rex, whose earlier inquiries into her life, asking her, "Well, m'dear, you have a story 
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to tell?" has "turned her off in the past," but after Supremo's death, she contemplates the potential 

for a story: "Maybe this time I'd feel like talking" (290). Her story might be possible now; she is 

at' least more ready than she was before their reunion to move towards healing, to hold a little less 

tightly to the wounds that she believed protected her from the ideological constriction of the saved 

Third-World woman. The rupture that Law-Yone creates through Tango-the violent murder of a 

military dictator-allows Tango to contemplate at the very least the possibility of subaltern speech. 

By killing the oppressive power, Law-Yone attempts to move Tango out of subalternity. 

Tango is a subaltern figure in a postcolonial state, primarily because of her refusal to tell 

her story, to begin to heal from the traumas of her life. Instead, Tango merely moves towards 

speech by the end of the novel, spurred on by her violent murder of Supremo, allowing her 

(perhaps) to narrate the story that Law-Yone presents in Irrawaddy Tango. Despite this narration, 

Tango still doesn't speak at the end of the novel, and the realities of life under a military 

dictatorship will ensure that she never speaks again. 

Subalternity in Shame 

If Irrawaddy Tango exists against the backdrop of a Burma caught in the throes of a 

military dictatorship, then Shame emerges from the shadow of the Partition. After World War II, 

when the British Empire was weakened, the colonial power agreed to the two-nation theory put 

forth by Jinnah. Pakistan, meaning "Land of the Pure," and housing the Muslim majority in the 

north, was created a day before India gained independence in August 1947. Pakistan, then, was 

left to fend for itself, to build from the ground up a nation in the aftermath of colonial rule. 

Moreover, Shame was written-like Tango-under a military dictatorship. Published six years 

after the military coup led by General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq that overthrew then-prime minister 
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of Pakistan, Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, following the controversial March 1977 parliamentary elections, 

the novel blends the fantastical and the realistic, both by calquing Peccavistan over Pakistan and 

by using Raza Hyder as a stand-in for ul-Haq and Iskander Harrappa for Bhutto. 

Rushdie's parents emigrated to Pakistan after the Partition, a fact that he begrudgingly 

divulges in Shame, saying: "I, too, know something about this immigrant business. I am an 

emigrant from one country (India) and a newcomer in two (England, where I live, and Pakistan, to 

which my family moved against my will)" (84). Despite the resentment that he harbors for · 

Pakistan, he chooses it-well, a version of it-to narrate, among others, the life of Sufiya Zinobia. 

Shame itself is poetic in its accounts of the imagined lives of its characters, most of whom are 

drawn from real life: from the poet Omar Khayyam Shakil (based on his poet friend in Karachi) to 

the politician Raza Hyder (based on ul-Haq). However, much of the story is dependent on Sufiya 

Zinobia, who haunts the peripheries of the tale. As Rushdie himself puts it, "Sufiya Zinobia is 

about this novel" (55). However, despite this assertion, in the peripheries is exactly where Sufiya 

stays. 

From birth, Sufiya's subalternity is confirmed. When Sufiya Zinobia is born, she is met 

with silence: "the ancient language of defeat" (Rushdie 88). Her father, Raza Hyder, immediately 

disputes her sex: she is clearly a girl, but he asserts that "mistakes are often made!" (88). From the 

very beginning, Sufiya carries the ghosts of her father's expectations and what she could have 

been, should have been-a boy. She is deemed a "mistake," and silence as "the language of defeat" 

implies that sound and noise, by contrast, are the language of victory. Silence is also second nature 

to the subaltern: from our first introduction to Sufiya, it is uncertain as to whether she was born 

subaltern or if she becomes subaltern. Regardless, from the moment she emerges from her mother's 
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womb, Sufiya's fate is sealed. She imbibes the shame and the silence that pervades the room of 

her birth but cannot contain it: it expresses itself through her blushing. 

Before we explore the specifics of Sufiya's life and subaltern expression, we must first 

consider her conception as a character. In the third scaffolded section of the novel, "Shame, Good 

News, and the Virgin," Rushdie begins with a chapter aptly titled "Blushing." Much like Spivak 

and her concerns about suttee and widow-burning, Rushdie provides two stories of two real-life 

girls. He names the first girl Anahita Muhammed-Anna-who was murdered by her father for 

having sex with a white boy; he imagines that she "danced behind my eyes, her nature changing 

each time I glimpsed her: now innocent, now a whore, then a third and a fourth thing" (118). The 

fictional Anna Muhammed's reality-that of her murder-can be construed as a modern-day 

ritual, born and enacted through shame. As a result, this murdered girl, whose voice and life are 

snuffed out cruelly, becomes the ultimate embodiment of the subaltern. 

Rushdie asserts that "My Sufiya Zinobia grew out of the corpse of that murdered girl" 

(118). But he does not stop there: he attempts to write her to speech. By imagining her life, by 

naming her, he orchestrates her metamorphosis from innocent to whore until she becomes "a 

ghost," inaccessible. Then he makes an additional move: he brings her back to life through Sufiya 

Zinobia. But instead of taking it one step further and writing her to speech, Rushdie moves her 

"back East"; she is "deported, repatriated to a country she had never seen, caught brain-fever and 

turned into a sort of idiot" (118-119). Not only does Rush die transform this murdered girl into a 

fictional character, he imagines her still subaltern. Sufiya Zinobia is only slightly less subaltern 

than the fictionalized Anna Muhammed because she is-within the realm of Peccavistan-alive. 

But it takes another girl, this one predictably Asian but not dead, who is assaulted by a group of 

teenage boys in a late-night underground train, to round out Sufiya's character. Rushdie does not 
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give this girl a name-perhaps only the dead girls are the ones worth naming and imagining lives 

for-but he muses on her silence-keeping about the incident and wonders what might happen if "a 

wildness [had] burst out of [her]" (119). This girl too is an imagined subaltern whose traits when 

incorporated into Sufiya does not move her to speech either but learns how to express it differently: 

through violence. The final ghost is a boy "from a news clipping," who was "found blazing in a 

parking lot; his skin on fire" (120). He had not been covered in petrol and had not used an external 

flame; he had "simply ignited of his own accord," a seemingly impossible feat (120). The internal 

flame, which will become the heat of shame in Sufiya Zinobia's case, and the lack of control 

associated with spontaneous combustion becomes part of the subaltern expression that Rushdie 

will utilize with Sufiya. 

After he muses on the ghosts that comprise Sufiya, Rushdie returns to her by describing 

her trademark blush: "Sufiya Zinobia, the idiot, is blushing" (123). The use of "the idiot," to 

perpetually describe this character, this ghost of Anna Muhammed who caught brain fever, 

operates as an epithet that signals her status as subaltern. The blushing comes in place of actually 

speaking: Rushdie cannot imagine speech for his subaltern figure, so he has her blush instead. He 

muses, "I did it to her, I think, to make her pure: .. and idiots are, by definition, innocent" (123). 

Here Rushdie seems to be suggesting that purity is tied with ignorance-and that to be subaltern 

is in essence to be pure; and that to be subaltern, one must be unable to speak coherently; must be, 

on some level, an idiot: this move is necessary for Rushdie to intertwine purity with ignorance 

because it is the only way he can imagine her, can speak-however little-through her. Crucial to 

this statement is the author's assertion of"J did it to her" (emphasis added). The novel is wrought 

with the intermingling voices of Rushdie as author, the narrator of the tale, and the voices of the 

characters themselves. But for Rushdie as author to break down the fourth wall and assert his 
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authority in inflicting this brain-fever, this tendency for blushing, into Sufiya simply to prove a 

point implicates him in maintaining her subaltern status and in her eventual demise. Sufiya, 

growing in the novel, "caresses a pebble in her hand, unable to say why goodness seems to lie 

within this smooth flat stone," and "absorb[s], like a sponge, a host ofunfelt feelings" (123-124) .. 

Sufiya lacks the agency that Rushdie possesses as the author; her body must hold the feelings that 

others cannot, and she must express herself involuntarily through the only way she knows: 

blushing. 

But blushing is not enough when she is the designated site of shame: she must express 

herself through violence. Although Rushdie's narrator tries his best to blame her outbursts on 

anything but the girl, saying the Loo had an impact on what happened, because "it's easy to blame 

trouble on a wind" (142). He acknowledges later that the wind was merely an excuse, "that what 

happened happened because twelve years of unloved humiliation take their toll , even on an idiot, 

and there is always a point at which something breaks, even though the last straw cannot be 

identified with any certainty" (142). Rushdie here suggests that Sufiya might be a victim of what 

Forter designates "mundanely catastrophic" trauma-the effect and the outbursts do not stem from 

one specific event but from several. Therefore, after hearing her mother, Bilquis, complaining 

about the gobbling of the turkeys, Sufiya Zinobia one night "got up, eyes blank as milk, and left 

the room," later to be found, fast asleep, in the turkey-yard (142). She had "torn off [the turkeys'] 

heads and then reached down into their bodies to draw their guts up through their necks with her 

tiny and weaponless hands" (143). The aftermath of this destruction is observed by everyone, each 

wondering how someone like Sufiya, a child and an idiot, could have had the strength to commit 

such an atrocious act. Rushdie' s narrator is kind to . her after . this incident, asking of the reader: 

"What is a saint? A saint is a person who suffers in our stead" (146). By calling Sufiya a saint 
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despite her murder of the turkeys, by acknowledging her as the representative of universal 

suffering, the narrator adheres to the limitations of subalternity, and forgives her violence. 

However, when later in the novel after her marriage to Omar Shakil she mesmerizes four youths, 

sleeps with them, and beheads them, the narrator's tone is markedly different. He describes her 

movement thus: "The monster rises from the bed, shame's avatar ... the eyes of the Beast blaze 

out of hers and turn the sentries to stone" (231 ). Rush die and his narrator seem to believe that this 

violent act moves her, on some level, out of subalternity-and once that move is made, then Sufiya 

no longer needs or deserves their (and by extension, our) sympathy or our forgiveness. 

Yet Sufiya Zinobia and Tango demand our sympathy and forgiveness, not simply because 

they are subaltern, but because their fates are tied to uncomely lovers: Sufiya to Omar K.hayyam 

and Tango to Supremo. When Sufiya beheads the turkeys with her bare hands, faints, and breaks 

out in boils and rashes, it is Omar Shakil who treats her and nurses her back to health. In the 

process, he falls in love with her: with the violence of if not her act then of her body's expression 

in the aftermath of this violence. As an "idiot," Sufiya is in no position to object when Omar Shakil 

eventually asks to marry her. But this is not a case of romantic love in the traditional sense: it is 

something more potent and entirely more violent. Similarly, Supremo courts Tango because he 

sees her dancing at the competition, and she flirts with him because she desires upward mobility 

in her society, not because she is in love. As she moves through different partners, the first-person 

narrative of Tango's voice assures the reader that this is a story, but it has very little to do with 

love. After all, Supremo is violent; Boyan has sentiment but not love; Lawrence is a white savior; 

and Rex is at best a friend. But Shame's narrator frames Sufiya's story, states that her and Omar's 

story "cannot be described as anything but-a love story" (126). If the story of Omar K.hayyam 
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and Sufiya Zinobia can be categorized as a love story, then should not the story of Supremo and 

Tango be categorized as such? 

The problem is that a main ingredient of these stories being categorized as love stories is 

that it demands one of the lovers-usually the woman-to remain subaltern for most of it. Playing 

into the established binaries of Beauty and Beast, both Irrawaddy Tango and Shame seem to 

believe that to become beastly is to be less subaltern-this, however, is not the case. As 

aforementioned, Tango does not discard her subaltern status even after she murders Supremo, 

when her Beastliness is demonstrated. And Sufiya, despite her expressions of violence, is still 

viewed as subaltern by both her husband and the narrator. While Tango as a woman is both Beauty 

and Beast, the distinction between the two is made even more distinct in Sufiya. It is Sufiya as 

Beauty that marries Omar. After he asks Raza and Bilquis for her hand in marriage, Bilquis 

describes Sufiya as a functional woman; that the illusion of her, a nineteen-year-old girl, is enough 

to hide the child within; that "a woman does not have to be a brainbox" (168). She details her 

abilities to do housework and to function effectively in society, the main marker of which is that 

"she does not blush," because "it was as if the girl had been cleansed by her single, all-consuming 

explosion of shame" ( 168). There are echoes of her purity and her innocence: the Beast, after the 

turkey assassination, is purged and Sufiya is "cleansed," and so she can marry Omar. However, 

the Beast that resides within Sufiya is an aspect of her subalternity; the two cannot and should not 

be separated. But the story, this fairy story, is framed so that the Beast awakes when Sufiya is 

asleep--she transforms from "girl into fiend," and exists as the embodiment of shame, which 

"walks the streets of night" (231 ). Shame is the Beast; the Beast is Sufiya. Shame consumes her 

like "the flood or perhaps the thing in the flood," and Sufiya the human, the maiden, the Beauty, 

"knows nothing, will remember nothing" (231 ). The dual consciousnesses that are compounded 
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by Sufiya as Beauty and Sufiya as Beast ascertain that the separation of these consciousnesses is 

tangible. Because the two are framed as being separable, because Beauty and the Beast is presented 

as a staunch binary, Sufiya remains subaltern despite the freedom of expression she exhibits 

through her violent actions as the Beast. 

After her execution of the nocturnal guards, Sufiya is deemed too dangerous to remain free. 

When Omar takes her into his bedroom to try and subdue her, he witnesses "a struggle ... taking 

place, Sufiya Zinobia against the Beast, that what was left of that poor girl had hurled itself against 

the creature, that the wife was protecting her husband against herself' (249). Sufiya here and 

throughout the story is presented as still savable, thus embodying the subaltern ideal. Moreover, 

she is depicted as being worthy of saving because she tries to protect Omar Khayyam. Therefore, 

it is not simply that Sufiya is a subaltern figure; it is more so that she is a subaltern figure who, 

like the wives performing suttee that Spivak details, sacrifice themselves for the sake of their 

husbands. Sufiya's redeeming factor that becomes integral to her later survival is concerned with 

the notion of"good wifehood" and "self-immolation on the husband's pyre" (Spivak 10). Later, 

when she is drugged and kept in the attic, Omar Khayyam refuses to kill her because of this 

seemingly protective act, "because she saved my life . .. and because, once, I saved hers" (250). 

Omar and Sufiya's relationship survives as Sufiya survives, but it must not be forgotten that it is 

out of fear of her ferocity as she threatens to move out of subalternity of her own accord that the 

men in the story strive to contain her, to frame her as fragile and savable, although Sufiya has 

proven time and again that she is not fragile. Even later, wheri he imagines her free from the 

shackles that have bound her, imagining her "proud; proud of her strength, proud of the violence 

that was making her a legend, that prohibited anyone from telling her what to do, or whom to be," 

he must force himself to return to the ideological constriction he has subjected her to (270). He 
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attempts to forget her name, but he cannot: even so, the na~e he remembers for Sufiya is telling. 

He defines her by her relationships to the men in her life: "Hyder's daughter. My wife. Sufiya 

Zinobia Shakil," foreshadowing Tango's own fate in a story published ten years later. Omar 

Khayyam cannot differentiate Sufiya from her role as his subaltern wife although he exerts a lot 

of energy into differentiating her and the Beast. 

When Sufiya Zinobia "disappears from sight," Omar Khayyam muses on her relationship 

with the Beast (250). He considers the fact that her "metamorphosis must have been willed, 

because even an autohypnotist cannot ask herself to do what she would be unwilling to do," 

arriving at the core of the matter: "So then she had chosen, she had created the Beast," concluding 

that her "rampages ... were the results of a fancy that ran wild" (258). Omar Khayyam, in a rare 

instance of profound insight, arrives at Sufiya's personal agency; that perhaps she and the Beast 

are not as separable as he once believed; that perhaps she isn't so much a victim as an active-if 

occasionally reluctant-participant in the violent explosions of shame. His mistake, then, is in 

chalking up this insight into flights of fancy; not on his part as he contemplates the strange nature 

of his wife, but on hers. This is perhaps an indictment on the dangers of the imagination: that 

Sufiya, in choosing to create the Beast, in choosing this violent mode of expression, had gestured 

towards and enacted cruelty purely because she was able to imagine-what, exactly? The 

possibility of violence? Of expression? His later admonishment to himself clarifies this somewhat: 

he chides himself for "living too much in [his] head," suggesting that perhaps Sufiya had been 

doing this too, which had led her to create and become the Beasf(258). 

But what is the subaltern to do when she cannot speak? Beasts are not born out of mere 

flights of fancy. Sufiya is pure, innocent, stupid, and cannot express as much as she needs to, at 

least not verbally. She imbibes all the unfelt emotions until they burst out of her, a form that can 
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only be perceived as ''the Beast." In one of the few instances where we are granted limited access 

to Sufiya's mind, we find that "she packs her head full of good things so that there won't be room 

for the other things, the things she hates" (225). Sufiya, as we know, is an internal creature; she 

has perhaps a too-specific space in the world, with a husband whose role is still a mystery to her, 

with a mother who does not love her, with an ayah who takes her place at her husband's side. So 

she takes the things she likes from her world and brings them inside her head, forming an internal 

world of fantasies where her father "says things she doesn't really understand but the sounds are 

nice," where "her mother skips with her" (225). This is perhaps the imaginary power that Omar 

Khayyam is gesturing at when he muses on her choice to create the Beast: Bilquis has never 

skipped with her daughter. Sufiya, the subaltern, imagines only love; she "puts a much better world 

into her head" (225). But there are dualities in Sufiya, as there are and will prove to be dualities to 

being subaltern. She questions the terrible images that are also inside her head, believing that "if 

she were good the bad things would go elsewhere, so that means she is not good" (226). Sufiya's 

imaginative powers cannot save her; her powers are limited. She has imbued concepts of good and 

bad from the world around her, and these shape her thinking: they define her self-definition, and 

. in doing so, nudges her deeper into subalternity. 

The final move of the novel renders Sufiya Zinobia, despite the earlier turns speaking to 

her beastly power, perpetually subaltern. When Omar Khayyam finally confronts Sufiya in his 

childhood home in Q, he "waited for her like a bridegroom on his wedding night," and greets her 

by saying, "Well, wife, so here you are at last" (304). Even when Sufiya is flesh and blood, 

standing before him in all of her power, Omar can only view her through his association with her: 

she is his wife. He imagines that he sees in her eyes "the wild fantasy that she was indeed a bride 

entering the chamber of her beloved," but this is unlikely to be true, at least on Sufiya's part, 
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although the lack of access to her mind determines that we will only view this ending as it 

convulses into a violent climax through Omar's eyes. Sufiya beheads him, disregarding the societal 

roles that they have both held in their lives, after which she too dies, explodes, because "all the 

stories had to end together" (304). It is implied in this final act that is both loving and destructive 

that the beheading was orchestrated by the Beast-Sufiya Zinobia remains innocent, "blinking 

stupidly, unsteady on her feet" until "the vessel bursts" (304-305). Her death, just like her birth, 

renders her subaltern: despite the killings, despite her bodily expressions of her shame, Rushdie's 

own love of his ghostly Anna Muhammed forces him to protect Sufiya from becoming consumed 

fully by the Beast. But in protecting her, by keeping her pure, Rushdie himself fails to move Sufiya 

Zinobia out of subalternity. 

Authorial Subalternity & Responsibility 

This failure is in part due to Rushdie-and Law-Yone's-own subalternity, although it is 

in part subverted by their respective intellectual statuses. Roland Barthes, in his essay, The Death 

of the Author, argues that "the birth of the reader must be ransomed by the death of the Author," 

elaborating that "once the Author is discovered, the text is 'explained"' (5). Barthes, however, fails 

to acknowledge the role of the postcolonial writer in the formation of their text: Law-Y one and 

Rushdie, unlike the work of Tchaikovsky or Baudelaire, cannot simply solely assign multiplicity 

to the reader-the multiplicity that the text provides is tied, in the postcolonial case, to the author. 

Because the writers are themselves "nonrepresented subject[ s ]" (Law-Y one more so than Rush die 

on account of her identity as a woman) as much as they are intellectuals, the work that they 

produce-in this case, Irrawaddy Tango and Shame-is inextricably tied to their own histories 

and personhood. Barthes' assertion that "life can only imitate the book, and the book itself is only 

a tissue of signs, a lost, infinitely remote imitation," undermines the tension of the postcolonial 
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writer, who for centuries have been relegated to subaltern status in the face of the colonial power, 

now writing themselves out of subalternity, now speaking (5). This is not to say that multiplicity 

is not collected in the reader, but to iterate that the multiplicity of the reader cannot negate the 

multiplicity inherent in the postcolonial writer. The death of the author is not a luxury that is 

afforded persons previously-and in some cases, still-considered subaltern. 

However, if"the subaltern as female is even more deeply in shadow," as Spivak suggests, 

where does that leave Rushdie? (83). Law-Yone is speaking through Tango in first-person 

narrative, in an identity that she has some familiarity with. Rushdie, on the other hand, particularly 

in terms of Sufiya Zinobia, is speaking from an experience he cannot immediately identify with, 

from an identity and a perspective that is vastly different from Sufiya's. In recounting the plight 

of the murdered girl who eventually metamorphoses into Anna Muhammed and then into Sufiya 

Zinobia, Rushdie admits that he "found [him]selfunderstanding the killer. ... We who have grown 

up on a diet of honour and shame can still grasp what must seem unthinkable to peoples living in 

the aftermath of the death of God and of tragedy: that men will sacrifice their dearest love on the 

implacable altars of their pride" (117-118). What then is the right of the author, particularly in a 

postcolonial context contending with subalternity, who identifies and understands the perspective 

of the killer, to write about the killed? It is telling that to humanize the dead girl, Rushdie has to 

name her, to imagine her life, only to transform her into a character that in the end is still subaltern. 

This question of gender is further complicated by Rush die's own assertion that "the women 

seem to have taken over" his originally "excessively masculine tale" (180-181 ). Because of his 

approach to Anna Muhammed, it makes sense that Shame, in its earlier conceptions, was indeed 

an "almost excessively masculine tale, a saga of sexual rivalry, ambition, power, patronage, 

betrayal, death, revenge" (180-181 ). This statement, however, suggests what will eventually 
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contribute to Rushdie's failure to move the subaltern to speech: he associates "sexual rivalry, 

ambition, power, patronage, betrayal, death, revenge," with the masculine. Where does that leave 

the feminine? He continues that this tale is not, of course, what it was first conceptualized: "the 

women seem to have taken over" (emphasis added) (181). This "seem" is key: because if Sufiya 

Zinobia is to be used as an example, her story is told, but not by her. Sufiya, through the established 

binaries of the Beauty and the Beast, is forever subaltern because the reader's access to her is 

limited; her story is framed and told through both Rushdie as author and his counterpart, the 

narrator. Because Sufiya is the embodiment of shame, the story seems to revolve around her-it 

appears that she, as one of the women in the story, has "taken over," but the narrative is still male

centric and male-driven, rendering Shame still "an almost excessively masculine tale" (180). 

Samir Dayal, in his essay The Liminalities of Nation and Gender: Salman Rushdie 's 

Shame, discusses this very assertion of Shame being if not feminist, then at least a less masculine 

tale. Considering Rushdie's other work, namely The Satanic Verses and Midnight's Children, 

Dayal notes that "One ofRushdie's enduring concerns ... has been to conceive of the possibilities 

for masculine agency, a process requiring the destruction of an evidently debased and debilitated 

masculinity-the process of unbecoming (traditional subcontinental) men," continuing to say that 

"In Shame, the male characters are repeatedly presented in terms of their greater or lesser deviation 

from conventional tropes of masculinity" (Dayal 49-50). The best example of this-and Dayal 

mentions this in his essay-is Mahmoud the Woman. Mahmoud receives the nickname "the 

Woman" by street urchins because of his widower status, and because he has had to look after 

Bilquis on his own. However, "when children spoke of Mahmoud the Woman, they meant 

Mahmoud the Weakling, the Shameful, the Fool," causing him to complain to his daughter: 

"Woman! ... What a term! Is there no end to the burdens this word is capable of bearing?" 
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(Rushdie 58). The weaker men in this tale are more feminine than masculine and are demeaned 

for their woman-like characteristics by other characters as well as the narrator, who establishes 

and maintains rigid and traditional notions of masculinity. This premise disallows the story from 

claiming that it is feminist, because it plays right into Spivak's own assertion that "the subaltern 

as woman is even more deeply in shadow" (Spivak 83). 

Can it be true then that "the women seem to have taken over"? Dayal poses the question as 

to whether the novel is "merely an experiment in reversal," if it is "simply a stage where women 

are represented as subjecting men to what they themselves have suffered at the hands of men in a 

patriarchal social structure" and if so, "isn't the novel ultimately misogynist despite its patina of 

sympathy with women's causes? Is Rushdie simultaneously critiquing masculinist nation-talk and 

saying that women are no angels when they become powerful?" (51). Because the status of women 

in this nation-state is delegated to shame, when even Bilquis's dupatta of modesty isn't enough for 

her to earn redemption, Rushdie attempts to offset this by lending his female characters more 

masculine traits. Sufiya Zinobia is demonstrated as exhibiting the binary between the masculine 

and feminine in addition to the binary between Beauty and the Beast. Sufiya as daughter and wife 

remains feminine; her Beastly side masculine. These seemingly opposite aspects of her personality 

are conveyed as warring within her, when it is more likely, because of the way her story is framed, 

that they are part of a whole. When Sufiya commits her final act of vengeance on her husband, 

Omar Khayyam, she, too, disintegrates: there is no salvation for her. 

Does Rushdie fail his subaltern figure, despite his assertions that he has been forced-he 

presumes successfully-to represent her? Does Law-Y one fail hers, by simply suggesting 

salvation instead of providing it? The answer is, for the most part, yes: because the characters 

themselves do not speak, cannot speak, the responsibility of speaking, then, is left to the author, 
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becoming at its core the postcolonial author's responsibility to the readers who are in essence the 

multitudes of Spivak's underrepresented subject. If we consider Barthes' argument that "there is 

one place where this multiplicity is collected, united, and this place is not the author ... but the 

reader," then what is the reader in their multiplicity, operating in tandem with the author's own 

multiplicity, supposed to gamer from this text? Is Tango's journey from subalternity to barely 

moving out of it enough in an age where there are substantial expectations on authors who are both 

postcolonial subjects as well as intellectuals? Is Sufiya Zinobia's disintegration merely a clean 

ending to a novel that promised much more? On some level, the answer is and must be yes, for 

Law-Y one and Rushdie both to claim the right to allow their texts to exist solely for the reader

to claim the death of the author that Barthes presents, accessible at this point only to writers without 

the shackles of postcolonialism. Given her stature as one of the few Burmese women writers 

writing in English in 1993, Law-Yone is not afforded the privilege of the death of the author, more 

so because Tango does not move out of subalternity. In an attempt to tell a story about the subaltern 

postcolonial figure, Law-Y one inexplicably ends up adhering to Spivak's assertion that "the 

subaltern woman will be as mute as ever" (90). Rushdie, too, is an established authority on the 

literatures ofhis homeland: the nature of this authority as it steins from his own lived experiences 

and association to the countries he is writing about, for both Western and postcolonial audiences 

demands that he, like Law-Y one, be held responsible. 

This very notion of postcolonial authorial responsibility is discussed by Nadine Gordimer, 

in her speech "The Essential Gesture: Writers and Responsibility." Much like Barthes' take on the 

rhizomatic multiplicity of the author and the reader, and despite Rushdie's own claims of making 

Sufiya "pure," in Pakistan, the "Land of the Pure," Gordimer states that "the creative act is not 

pure . ... The writer is held responsible: ... for the writer not only has laid upon him responsibility 
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for various interpretations of the consequences of his work, he is 'held' before he begins by the 

claims of different concepts of morality-artistic, linguistic, ideological, national, political, 

religious-asserted upon him" (3). Writing does not happen in a vacuum; like Gordimer says, 

drawing on Barthes' own assertion of "the essential gesture a social being," writing is not 

individual, not original, never "pure" because the writer as a human being is influenced on all 

sides, through multiple sociocultural contexts, ·before they even put pen to paper (quoted in 

Gordimer 4). She goes on to speak on the responsibility of the writer in countries that have been 

or are still subject to political and social upheaval, saying, "this is the kind of demand that 

responsibility for the social significance of being a writer exacts: a double demand, the first from 

the oppressed, to act as a spokesperson for them, the second, from the state, to take punishment 

for that act" ( 4 ). The question, therefore, is whether Law-Y one and Rushdie are required to meet 

these demands. At the time these novels were written, Law-Yone at least has already been forced 

into exile by the state, a punishment that effectively prevents her from returning to the home 

country, to instead write about it. While Rushdie is still in voluntary exile at the time Shame was 

written, this and his later work will ensure that he cannot return to India or Pakistan. 

Is it fair then to ask these writers to represent "the oppressed, to act as a spokesperson for 

them"? No, certainly not: but this is not a luxury afforded the postcolonial writer. Nations in the 

West tend to have an abundance ofrepresentation, allowing Barthes as a critic to claim the death 

of the author to make room for the reader. However, the postcolonial state is still defined by a lack: 

particularly in the latter part of the 20111 century, when formerly colonized nations had only recently 

gained independence and were contending with destructive aftermath of colonial rule. Even the 

privilege of writing was not afforded to all-it is therefore telling that both Rushdie and Law-Y one 

had to leave their home countries to write their stories. For example, Gordimer touches on the 
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responsibility that prominent Nigerian writers Chinua Achebe and Wole Soyinka took on during 

their country's civil war-they became "more than writers" but "in no sense did the demand 

develop their creativity" (8). Rushdie and Law-Yone's exile allowed them, in part, to simply be 

writers, although that did not excuse them from the essential gesture: they still had social 

responsibility towards the countries and the people they were writing about. Gordimer emphasizes 

the fact that Black writers-and postcolonial writers-did not have the luxury of being merely 

writers; they had to "accept the social responsibility white [writers] didn't have to-that of being 

the only historians of events among their people" ( 1 0). The responsibility of the postcolonial 

author, then, operates on both a fictional and a realistic level: they are tasked with both engaging 

in the individual, creative act, while simultaneously ensuring that the histories of their people are 

not lost. 

Therefore, Law-Y one and Rushdie, despite perhaps their wanting to, cannot be released of 

their responsibilities to Myanmar and Pakistan. The privilege of the exile that they are granted 

demands that they fulfil their social responsibility as writers, to act-at least in part-as 

spokespeople for the oppressed. They are removed from the immediate responsibilities and 

consequences of being "more than a writer," because their distance provides relative safety from 

the punishment of the state, but the literature that they produce will continue to be "the broken 

cries of real exiles, not those who have rejected their homeland but who have been forced out-of 

their language, their culture, their society" (Gordimer 5-6). It is inevitable then that there is a 

looking back. 

Insufficiently Imagined Homelands 
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This act of looking back provides another commonality in both Shame and Irrawaddy 

Tango: neither fictional country in these works are offered redemption. Spivak writes about "the 

intellectuals, who are neither of these S/subjects, become transparent in the relay race, for they 

merely report on the nonrepresented subject and analyze (without analyzing) the workings of (the 

unnamed Subject irreducibly presupposed by) power and desire" (74). The strangeness here is that 

Law-Y one and Rushdie are themselves versions of the subaltern subject, as aforementioned: they 

hail from postcolonial states-Daya is a fictionalized version of Myanmar, Peccavistan of 

Pakistan-and Tango's story, for Law-Yone, at its thematic core parallels her own. But the 

decision to render Myanmar fictional is in part because of her personal history. She "felt [she] had 

been too long [from Myanmar] to describe or 'speak for' the Burmese condition with the right 

kind of authority," which removes her from Tango's plight (xi). The writing of this novel 

. demonstrates that while Law-Y one retains some part of her subaltern status, she is also an 

"intellectual" reporting on "the nonrepresented subject." Tango is truly subaltern-and remains 

this way-because throughout the novel, she is unnamed. Tango is a nickname; Mew, as she is 

called before she becomes Tango, is also a nickname. The ending moves towards the possibility 

of a story, but the story is never really told. It has to be expected that Tango was found and captured 

by the military and that her story, despite her being at a point in her life where she could tell it, is 

never told. 

The most we get about Daya-and perhaps Law-Yone's decision to create Daya in the first 

place-is upon Tango's return to the country. She muses on her homecoming, "the return of a 

stranger to a strange land," asking, "What was home anyway but the horizon seen from abroad?" 

and answering, "A ground fenced in by the barbed wire you spend the best part of your life plotting 

to break through, waiting to vault over, vowing all the while never to look back. Although . .. how 
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you do look back" (4). It is in part because of this intermingling of longing, nostalgia, and perhaps 

Tango's-and by extension, Law-Yone's-new positionality as a stranger who had been away 

from Daya for twenty-five years that necessitates the fictionalization of Myanmar. This detail of 

the need for escape speaks too to the realities of the postcolonial state: Daya, at the time this story 

takes place, is still under military rule, the dictator in question being Tango's first husband, 

Supremo. As a result, Tango's departure and return are both fraught with complications. Upon 

seeing the "hand-lettered sign" emblazoned with the words: "WELCOME TO THE REPUBLIC 

OF DA YA," Tango recalls "automatically" the title that follows: "The Land of Compassion," 

which she dismisses as a "silly guidebook phrase" (9). Tango goes on to explain that the word 

"daya," means both compassion and wound, an<;l perceives her countrymen as exactly that: "the 

walking wounded" (9). It makes sense then that for Law-Yone, to write about her countrymen, 

"the walking wounded", as a writer in exile, is to offer them a layer of protection and to offer 

herself a sense of authority: Daya, not Myanmar, allows her to tell the story she wants to tell. 

In Shame, the nature of the narrator allows Rushdie more authority to explain his decision 

to fictionalize Pakistan. In a section that sounds more like Rushdie than the narrator, he explains: 

"Although I have known Pakistan for a long time, I have never lived there for longer than six 

months at a stretch .... I think what I am confessing is that, however, I choose to write about over

there, I am forced to reflect that world in fragments of broken mirrors," concluding with his 

acceptance of this situation, claiming, "I must reconcile myself to the inevitability of the missing 

bits" (66). This image of broken mirrors operates on two levels: first, and more obviously, it speaks 

to Rushdie's inability to reflect Pakistan wholly because of his own lack of access, which validates 

his calquing of Pakistan with Peccavistan. However, on another level, the same fragments of 

broken mirrors reflect the fractured nature of Rushdie, and more generally the postcolonial 
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diasporic author themselves, lending to an internal inability to realistically represent the country 

that he is trying to represent, despite all his assertions to the contrary. Dayal believes that Shame 

"exhibits an anxiety to assert its own legitimacy by invoking the unconvincing specter of its 

illegality, the myth of subversive power" (57). Rushdie strives to play both sides by merging reality 

and fantasy, but in doing so, loses the legitimacy that either move would have afforded him. 

Rushdie suggests that the real Pakistan, after the partition, was "just insufficiently 

imagined," and so his duty, as a migrant, as a fantasist, is to "build imaginary countries and try to 

impose them on the ones that exist" (86). And so Peccavistan is born, Rushdie's "fairyland" with 

a title, holding duality in its name through a pun, 'Peccavi', meaning "I have Sind," referring to 

the southeast province in Pakistan as well as the English verb sinned (87). But to return to his own 

critique of the real Pakistan as being "insufficiently imagined," why then does Rushdie as a self

professed migrant I fantasist refuse to sufficiently imagine Peccavistan? Here is the crux of the 

postcolonial failure: Law-Y one and Rushdie, despite their dual statuses as . intellectuals and 

subaltern figures, fail to sufficiently imagine their fantastical countries. Both authors have accessed 

the potential for subaltern speech and have successfully utilized it in the writing and subsequent 

publication of this (and other) books. Their social responsibility; to become in their own way "more 

than writers," demands that they offer the same kind of power to their subaltern figures and 

subsequently, their fictional countries. 

This is a . responsibility that Franz Fan on gestures at in his essay On National Culture, 

saying, "The colonized man who writes for his people ought to use the past with the intention of 

opening the future, as an invitation to action and a basis for hope" (232). Where is the hope, then, 

in Irrawaddy Tango or in Shame? Where is the invitation to action? Myanmar and Daya both find 

themselves in the throes of violent military dictatorships under the rule of superstitious dictators 
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who believe they are saviors of the nation. Supremo's murder at Tango's hands certainly implies 

political consequences: does it meari that Daya, and by extension, Myanmar, would be free of its 

military dictator? Wouldn't another dictator replace Supremo upon his death, and wouldn't Tango, 

as the subaltern figure, as the wife of said military leader, be herself put to death? And what of 

Shame? The story ends in a burst of violence, with Sufiya Zinobia tearing the head offher husband, 

Omar Shayyam Shakil, and her, too, being consumed by the flames, although she stood there, 

pacified by the violent act, "as if she didn't know that all the stories had to end together" (304). So 

Rushdie ends her too, afterwards releasing "a shock-wave that demolishes the house, and after it 

the fireball of her burning, rolling outwards to the horizon like the sea" (305). Instead of providing 

either hope, healing, recovery, or even the peace and quiet of a well ended story, he unleashes 

chaos into a changing Peccavistan. Then he lets the cloud take over, "until [he] can no longer see 

what is no longer there" (305). Both Rushdie the writer and Rushdie the narrator claim that they 

have lost access to the story, not least because the story itself has ended. By doing so, Rushdie 

forsakes the responsibility of healing hurts that he has taken upon himself when pursuing the 

fantastical novel, and Shame is poorer for it. 

Law-Yone, in her turn, ten years later, does not so much forsake her responsibility to Tango 

and Daya as she refuses to assume it. Tango says, "Killing [Supremo] was as necessary as putting 

a wounded man-eater out of its misery once and for all : a service to the terrorized and as service 

to the beast" (286). Tango believes that she has done a service to both Supremo and to her 

countrymen, but the acknowledgement of this service occurs as an afterthought. She is aware that 

her actions will have drastic consequences, but service to her country is not her motive; on some 

level it never has been. She had "killed the beast out of revenge" (268). The murder was an act of 

selfishness on Tango's part: while that act of subaltern violence was necessary for her to move 
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towards the potential speech that would allow her to shed her subalternity, it does not allow Law

Yone, as the writer, to "open the future," for Daya or Burma; nor does it serve as either "an 

invitation to action" or "a basis for hope." Tango is not poised to be a martyr for her country 

however the story ends; martyrdom has never been her goal. Nor will she be lauded as the country's 

hero on account of her subaltern status as a Third World woman, especially now that she is back 

in Daya having forsaken her only access to power-Supremo. In a sense, Tango fulfils Fanon's 

notion that "to ensure that hope and to give it form, [the colonized man] must take part in action 

and throw himself body and soul into the national struggle," in that she does throw herself body 

and soul in a struggle: but it is her own. The national nature of this act is an unintended 

consequence. Simply because Tango is somewhat saved from her subalternity does not mean that 

Daya is. 

In Shame, however, there is not even the possibility of subaltern speech. By the end of the 

novel, most of the characters are dead, many of the women are still alive but subaltern, and the 

narrator forsakes access to Peccavistan: we are merely left with the image of "the silent cloud, in 

the shape of a giant, grey and headless man, a figure of dreams, a phantom with one arm lifted in 

a gesture of farewell" (305). This headless man is Omar Khayyam but can easily be expanded out 

to represent the personification of Peccavistan. Omar Khayyam Shakil, like his wife, is dead: their 

potential for salvation is devastated. As a result, it is Peccavistan that is headless, Peccavistan that 

has been subject to the violence of shame, Peccavistan that is now a "phantom" of its former self, 

and Peccavistan that is bidding farewell to the narrator, the author, the reader. But perhaps the 

"gesture of farewell" isn't really a gesture of farewell at all-perhaps, instead, it is a cry for help. 

Perhaps Peccavistan in this instance has realized its narrator I author's abandonment of his social 
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responsibility to provide at least some semblance of salvation, of healing, for this devastated 

nation. 

But Peccavistan and Daya are, as I have said, fictional countries. The real injury is not 

inflicted on these fantastical nations; it is instead inflicted on the very real postcolonial nations .that 

these countries are based on. Myanmar and Pakistan-and by extension, the people within them, 

the oppressed-are left to contend with their own trials and tribulations. The inability of Law

y one and Rushdie to sufficiently imagine a hopeful future, one that gestures towards healing if 

not true healing, insinuates that they do not believe that there is a hopeful future for Myanmar or 

Pakistan. By relinquishing access to their already subaltern figures, they render their fictional 

countries as well as their real-life counterparts subaltern. In their roles as representatives of the 

oppressed, they communicate to the world at large through their work that the postcolonial states 

will always be, on some level, subaltern: that violence is perpetual and there is no way out of the 

various ravines of colonial and national trauma. 

If this is the move that both of these writers intended, then why not set Irrawaddy Tango 

and Shame in Myanmar and Pakistan? Why undergo the mental effort to imagine their fantastical 

equivalents when the end result is indifferent to the suffering that these countries have already 

undergone? Why imagine a country where a girl can contain both innocence and violence or one 

where a dictator can be murdered by his former wife? Why set the reader up for hope only to end, 

for the most part, in despair? The reason for all of this, of course, is accessibility. Law-Y one and 

Rushdie, as postcolonial writers in the diaspora, feel that they cannot represent Myanmar and 

Pakistan fully so they utilize this fantastical calquing to create these fictional countries which are 

the same as the countries they have left. However, in accessing these nations in this manner, they 

must face an unintended consequence: while they are able to access their postcolonial states, it 
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creates a barrier between their audiences (both in the West and in said postcolonial states) and the 

countries themselves. Western readers may confine Tango's suffering to Daya without considering 

the plight of multitudes under a military dictatorship or relinquish access to a burning Peccavistan 

just as Rushdie's narrator does, without giving another thought to the real countries underneath 

the calqued ones. 

Peccavistan and Daya remain subaltern by virtue of this lack of salvation, but this is not 

why Law-Y one and Rushdie fail. They fail because they render Pakistan and Myanmar subaltern 

by relinquishing their responsibility to their home countries. Rushdie notes, in Imaginary 

Homelands, that writers in exile look back at their home countries "through guilt-tinted 

spectacles," and suggests that "if literature is in part the business of finding new angles at which 

to enter reality, then once again our distance, our long geographical perspective, may provide us· 

with such angles" (15). One might assume that if looking back occurred through "guilt-tinted 

glasses," then that guilt might drive a need to imagine more, to imagine better for the homes that 

they have left behind. Is literature not the best avenue through which to achieve this? Why, then, 

can neither Law-Y one nor Rush die achieve this imagination of salvation, of healing? 

The Aftermath of Trauma 

It can be argued that at the very least, there is the suggestion of salvation for Tango, 

although it is tied up with concerns about trauma. When she imagines speaking at the end of the 

novel, telling Rex, saying "Maybe this time I'd feel like talking. Maybe this time I'd-feel," we 

as readers are left to assume that this is enough (290). Unlike Sufiya, Tango does not disintegrate, 

although the fact that Law-Y one does not provide an ending where the subaltern is moved to true 

speech implies that there is not-and can never be-speech, at least not for Tango, who remains 
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in'the grasp of the military. But Tango's silence is not merely an act of defiance on her part: it is

it must be-a result of the many incidents of trauma that she has undergone. Ho pinpoints Tango's 

miscarriage in the United States as a gesture towards the remaining effects of trauma, in particular 

her torture in the Dayan prison, saying that "Tango's traumatized Dayan body aborts that which is 

not quite human," allowing Law-Y one to "alter the trajectory of the American immigrant 

bildungsroman by refusing to privilege the United States as the site of liberation for the Asian 

refugee mother and her citizen child" (103). Tango cannot find liberation or salvation in the U.S.; 

trauma has manifested in her body and she is unable to create new life in this strange land. Ho 

suggests that this is an intentional move on Law-Yone's part-she deliberately withholds healing 

from Tango on foreign soil, forcing her to return to Supremo and Daya to seek some sort of 

resolution. Ho continues to posit that "curative rationalities manifest in the ending of Irrawaddy 

Tango," with the possibility of Tango sharing her story with an audience "underscor[ing] the 

importance of a nonpossessive mode of listening and co-occupancy, represented by Rex" (106-

107). 

Perhaps it is enough that Law-Yone offers salvation and hope for Tango. Perhaps it is 

enough that Tango feels that she can move out of subalternity, by imagining sharing her story with 

Rex, a fellow wandering soul. Rex, unlike the other male figures in Tango's life, is devoid of 

attachment: there is no power to be gained by association with him; he cannot render her subaltern. 

· Consequently, it makes sense that Tango, finally finding anchorage and moving out of subalternity 

will be able to share her story. In the final moments of the novel, she stops addressing the reader 

and reduces her intended audience to one: Rex. She talks him (and herself) through wandering the 

streets of Washington D.C., culminating in the final line, her answer to his story inquiry: "I have 

done as you have done, I might say, with feeling; that's what I can . ... "(290). Tango has already 
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begun telling her story; she is already moving out ofsubalternity. However, can the subaltern speak 

if there is no one to hear her? The fact of the matter is that Tango is not actually speaking; Rex is 

not there; she is only imagining speaking. Daya will hear of Supremo's murder-or rather, his 

death-but not her story leading up to it; perhaps not even her role in it. Can the subaltern speak? 

If history is any judge, it is more than likely that the military state of Daya might ensure that the 

subaltern, despite arriving at a point in her life where speaking is possible, never does. 

Could this be the gesture that both Rushdie and Law-Y one are making by ending their 

novels in violence, without redemption or salvation for their subaltern figures? For Elizabeth 

Outka, the answer lies in holding the reader accountable. In her discussion of Arundhati Roy's The 

God of Small Things, she notes that "the reader can piece together the full (or at least fuller) story, 

as the reader becomes a unique kind of witness to the event, one who may mark the distinction 

between a literary portrayal of trauma and its material counterpart" (25). Part ofQutka's argument 

is that trauma is by nature unrepresentable, but by attempting to represent it in literature, as Rushdie 

and Law-Y one have done, the reader is invited to "witness" it, and perhaps later may be moved to 

a "nonpossessive mode of listening," as Ho suggests. After all, Spivak in a later essay, "Terror: A 

Speech after 9/11", writes, "For me, the question 'Who should speak?' is less crucial than 'Who 

will listen?"' (quoted in Chambers, 202). Does it matter then that the subaltern remains unable to 

speak or that she is disintegrated into oblivion? If the reader is a witness, if they are willing to 

listen, then by virtue of Irrawaddy Tango and Shame being published, is the subaltern not already 

speaking? 

It matters because Rushdie and Law-Yone have not one audience, but two: the Western 

audience, who will be able to access their work by virtue of the novels being published in the West, 

and the oppressed peoples in the postcolonial states-the people of Pakistan and Myanmar. The 
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distance that made it necessary for both of them to create imaginary homelands parallels the 

distance that is imposed between the reader and the real postcolonial state; it grants authorial access 

to Pakistan and Myanmar while simultaneously denies the same access to the reader. In their 

respective efforts to move their primarily Western audiences towards a "nonpossessive mode of' 

listening and co-occupancy," Law-Yone and Rushdie risk relieving them of the responsibility of 

action (Ho 1 07). Even so, Law-Y one (and possibly Rushdie) distrusts the West's conception of 

"responsibility," and as a result, settles for an ambiguous ending. Ho draws on the 2008 Web

based "Burtna: It Can't Wait" campaign, paralleling it with the "day on TV" that the Dayan 

refugees have in Irrawaddy Tango. This publicity event was spurred on not by a "spectacle of 

protest and massacre," but by "the disappearance of an American rock star in the wilderness of 

[their] northern jungles" (Law-Yone 248). Ho states that Irrawaddy Tango "critiques a limited 

scope of vision that tends to perceive the Other primarily through recognizable forms of celebrity, 

individual notoriety, or pornographic scandal," suggesting that the role .ofthe Western audience, 

despite the stories that are told, is primarily to consume, not to act (101). Therefore, regardless of 

how the novel ends, regardless of whether Tango speaks or Peccavistan burns, the lack of the 

"invitation to action" does not matter because there will be no action-at least, not impactful, 

sustained action. Ho's mention of the 2008 Burma: It Can't Wait campaign, which occurred fifteen 

years after the publication of Irrawaddy Tango and twenty-five years after Shame, demonstrate 

what these postcolonial authors already know: that meaningful action from the West is and has 

always been momentary. 

The crux of the matter, then, lies with their postcolonial audience. By striving to gain access 

to their home countries by fictionalizing them, Law-Y one and Rushdie both exhibit the limits of 

imagination-not merely in the postcolonial author, but in the postcolonial reader. The fictional 
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calquing of countries allows for fertile creative ground for the postcolonial diasporic authors: it 

offers them an opportunity to imagine futures for their countries that do not necessarily have to 

adhere to the laws of reality. In doing so, they would fulfil the responsibility that they have as 

postcolonial writers, to "act as a spokesperson for ... the oppressed," by inspiring imaginative 

futures for their homelands and the people within them (Gordimer 4). Rushdie could accept the 

true taking over of the story by the women; he could let Sufiya Zinobia live; he could heal 

Peccavistan, even if Pakistan is out of his reach. Similarly, Law-Y one could imagine much more 

for Tango, imagine the streets ofDaya loud with celebration at Supremo's death, imagine healing 

for the Myanmar of her mind if she cannot imagine it for the real Myanmar. It could even be 

simpler: a flower grows from the wreck of Peccavistan when the smoke clears and calm descends; 

Tango tells her story. And because these authors have committed to the work of imagination that 

they have started, the postcolonial reader living in an oppressed state, too, may be invited to aspire 

to the same heights of possibility. 

This, of course, does not happen. Consequently, both novels, both countries, and both 

protagonists-and to an extent, both authors-are themselves rendered subaltern, by virtue of 

being effectively inaccessible by either of their audiences in a way that matters: but this is not their 

fault. Both Shame and Irrawaddy Tango are fictional works that contend with not merely personal 

trauma on the part of their authors, but also collective and national trauma. Healing is perhaps too 

much to ask of these two works as they strive to be representatives of the oppressed when the 

oppression is and has been ongoing. Neither Law-Yone nor Rushdie can themselves heal from the 

traumas of their past and their present, fraught with military dictatorships and colonial aftershock, 

and therefore cannot heal their fantastical countries and characters. These novels culminate in 

catharsis and remain in stasis: like writers in the diaspora, they are in suspension. Rushdie gestures 
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at this, speaking on the shared · experiences of migrant peoples and seceded nations, commending 

their "hopefulness" and mourning "the emptiness of one's luggage ... of invisible suitcases," 

stating "we have come unstuck from more than land" (85). Rushdie does not acknowledge the 

trauma that arises from becoming "unstuck"-from memories, from people, from cultures-and 

consequently they cannot fulfil their postcolonial authorial responsibility, no matter how much 

they may try. 

And they are correct. It is a lot to ask of postcolonial diasporic writers, to imagine hope 

and healing for the countries they have come unstuck from. Who would know if they got it right? 

Law-Y one acknowledges her own lack of "the right kind of authority" in writing about Myanmar, 

because she "had been away too long to describe or 'speak for' the Burmese condition ... -even 

in a novel" (xi). Even in fiction, Law-Y one is reluctant, as Rushdie is reluctant, to adjust their lens 

to speak on Myanmar and Pakistan because the distance dictates that they are changed, that they 

are different. Ho further extrapolates, "For Tango and the other Dayan refugees, survival is 

predicated not on neutralized confession, but on being able to survive the unspeakable traumas of 

their past" (102). If survival is dependent on "unspeakable traumas," then it makes sense for Tango, 

at the end, to be only able to imagine speaking. But Law-Y one and Rushdie, in spite of being 

exiles, are not merely exiles: they are writers; writing is part of their survival-and part of their 

healing. Calquing Daya and Peccavistan over their real-life national counterparts sets up an 

opportunity for healing-not only for the countries in question, but also for the authors. Their 

inability to imagine healing, to write healing into existence, for their fictional countries is perhaps 

a consequence ofcenturies of subaltemity-but having the means to move out of subalternity and 

refusing to do so is telling. If the writer, whose trade is imagination, cannot imagine, even for 

themselves, better futures for their homelands, how is the reader to imagine hope and healing? 
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There is no perfect answer. There may not even be a complete answer. This paper is 

predicated on the responsibility of the postcolonial author to their postcolonial state, and while 

Law-Yone and Rushdie fall short, it is only because we are asking them to be representatives of 

the oppressed and representatives of entire countries in their complexities. By virtue of these 

authors' acclaimed statuses in the Western literary spheres, they do bear the burdens of 

responsibility and representation, but not every burden, not always. The answer-part of the 

answer-is to ease their burdens by cultivating writers . out of more-than-writers from these 

postcolonial countries. Someone else may imagine better for Pakistan and for Myanmar; someone 

else may imagine just enough. The question now is whether the West will listen when these 

subaltern writers inevitably speak. 
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